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Determining an Identity

▪I can analyze and describe how my own 
personality traits were developed.
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In your T.O.C.,
•Write in today’s date: Oct. 9, 2014 (10/9/14)
•Write in today’s topic: Significant Traits
•Page #: 4 (or 5 if you wrote on 4 yesterday)

Follow my example



Warm-up

Imagine you are a new recording artist and you just

finished recording your first album. Now, all that you 

have left to do, is decide what should go on the cover.

What would you choose. 

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.



Warm-up

1. A relaxing scene 

using photos 

taken from an 

exotic location.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.



Warm-up

2. A fun cartoon 

drawing or 

other playful 

image.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.



Warm-up

3. An abstract pattern 

without any clear 

meaning, but 

makes people 

think.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.



Warm-up

4. A picture of 

yourself

Write
 this
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 in N.B.



Warm-up

4. A picture of 
yourself

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

1. A relaxing scene 
using photos taken 

from an exotic 
location.

2. A fun cartoon 
drawing or other 
playful image.

3. An abstract pattern 
without any clear 
meaning, but makes 
people think.



Warm-up

1. A relaxing scene using photos taken from an 

exotic location.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

You see yourself as a caring gentle person who 

always has a smile or kind words for others. 

To others it seems like you have wall up 

around you and you don’t let anything get 

through.



Warm-up

2. A fun cartoon drawing or other playful image.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

You’re social, talkative, and fun to be around. 

And you know it.

Others may see you as unreliable and that you 

get carried away by the moment. 

Be careful that people are laughing with you, 

not at you. 



Warm-up

3. An abstract pattern without any clear meaning, 

but makes people think.

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

You work hard to express your creativity and talent to 

the world. You need to remember that other people 

are talent too. If you really want to shine, you need 

to accept and work together with others. 



Warm-up

4. A picture of yourself

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

You don’t hide yourself. “This is me, take me as I am,”

and you see that honesty as your strongest trait. 

Be careful because honesty can be seen as 

stubbornness – “This is me, I’m never going to 

change.”



Self-Character 
Analysis

Today we will begin writing process on an 
essay about yourself.

Essay Prompt:
Identify and discuss the most significant traits 
in your character—those traits that make up 
who you are. Explain how you have developed 
those traits. Tell why those traits are important 
for your future plans and success you see in 
your life. 
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Identify and discuss the most significant traits 
in your character—those traits that make up 
who you are. Explain you have developed
those traits. Tell why those traits are important 
for your future plans and success you see in 
your life. 

Recognize, Point Out Most Important 

Grown



Significant Traits

Create the following chart in your notebook.
(Make your chart have 5 numbers)

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Personality 
Trait

How did you develop 
this trait?

How can this help you 
in your future plans?

1

2

3



Significant Traits

Create the following chart in your notebook.
(Make your chart have 5 numbers)

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Personality 
Trait

How did you develop
this trait?

How can this help you 
in your future plans?

1

2

3

To cause to grow or start



Significant Traits

Let’s do some brainstorming. You need to 
figure out what traits are most significant about 

your personality. 

Remember these traits are adjectives. 

Look over the Descriptive Words list and find 
5 words that you feel describe yourself. 

Remember to choose more precise words.
Write the five traits in your chart.



Significant Traits

Let’s do some brainstorming. You need to 
figure out what traits are most significant about 

your personality. 

Remember these traits are adjectives. 

Look over the Descriptive Words list and find 
5 words that you feel describe yourself. 

Remember to choose more precise words.
Write the five traits in your chart.

A feature or attribute

about you

Combination of traits 
that form your identity



Significant Traits

Now with your five traits, fill out the boxes 
about how you developed this trait and how it 

can help you. 

Write
 this

title
 in N.B.

Personality 
Trait

How did you develop 
this trait?

How can this help you 
in your future plans?

1. 

Patience

I worked with small 
kids and high school 

students for many 
years and I learned 

to be patient.

Patience will help me 
in the future as I will 
need to be patient as I 
will be a father some 
day and need patience 
when raising kids.


